
BOLD MATERNITY & NURSING ACTIVEWEAR, 

SUSTAINABLY MADE IN CANADA

http://www.after9.ca/


We're here to
give mothers
better choices.

We make a lot of sacrifices to
become mothers: Our bodies. Our
vices. Sometimes, our careers. Our
style doesn't need to make this list.

From liquid snake to mesh, lets
embrace motherhood with
statement activewear we're excited
wear day-to-night, and celebrate
this milestone the way we deserve.



Behind our clothes, there's a lot of
human labour and love. 

All of our garments are hand sewn in
the GTA at a female-run factory,
where workers are paid above
minimum wage.

WE BELIEVE IN SUPPORTING LOCAL
TO THE EXTREME

Made in Canada,

just like your baby.



Behind every
movement,
there's a why

"AFTER9 is about creating an
organization that supports the
movement of mothers beyond
the gym," says Olivia
Glauberzon, founder, AFTER9.

"Let's create a workplace,

where you can breastfeed while
on a zoom and still move up the
ladder." 

THIS IS OURS

http://www.after9.ca/pages/our-story


Made to be worn
from day to night

New moms are short on time. We've constructed
our pieces with a look that's multi-purpose. Same
Embrace Maternity Leggings in black; gym-side to
dinner-side.

https://www.after9.ca/collections/maternity-leggings/products/embrace-maternity-leggings


Bump-to-baby
guaranteed

Mothers are hesitant to buy
maternity & nursing clothes that
would give them comfort because of
the uncertainty of their changing
bodies. We want to remove that
fear from the equation. 

AFTER9 guarantees all of its
garments fit for a 21-month period
from the day of purchase with full
satisfaction or your money back.



Power Peek-a-Boo
Nursing Sports Bra
$125

Accessible. Adjustable. 

Convert it back to a regular bra when
you're done. Leakproof & fits B to E cup.

https://www.after9.ca/collections/nursing-sports-bras-1


Embrace Maternity
Leggings
$135-$155

360 degree waistband of support.
Fits bump to baby. Slimming design lines.
Pockets!

https://www.after9.ca/collections/maternity-leggings/products/embrace-maternity-leggings


Ultimate Nursing
Hoodie, $135

Luxe fabric. Slimming design lines. 
Totally discreet access.

https://www.after9.ca/collections/nursing-tops-hoodies/products/ultimate-nursing-hoodie


Bamboo Nursing
Tank, $85

"It's so soft, it feels like you're naked,"

Michelle, first-time mom

https://www.after9.ca/collections/nursing-tops-hoodies/products/bamboo-nursing-tank


Power Mesh Nursing
Tank, $90

Made for the mom, who wants to flaunt. &
Why shouldn't she?

https://www.after9.ca/collections/nursing-tops-hoodies/products/mesh-muscle-nursing-tank


Crossover Postpartum
Legging,
$135-$155

Crossover incision support. Firm back support.
Fits bump to baby. Slimming design lines.
Pockets!

https://www.after9.ca/collections/maternity-leggings/products/embrace-crossover-maternity-leggings


The Metallics



olivia@after9.ca

416-305-2445

Stay In
Touch

@wearAFTER9@wearAFTER9

SOCIAL MEDIA

@wearAFTER9

WWW.AFTER9.CA

http://www.facebook.com/wearAFTER9
http://www.instagram.com/wearAFTER9
http://www.tiktok.com/wearAFTER9
http://www.after9.ca/

